The brown book is about telling and sharing stories and thereby building bridges between people and between social struggles. It is about young people from Toronto and Lahore working for change and struggling with many issues including identity, religion and politics. This project is an attempt to challenge racist, ageist, and Northern-centric notions that exist in Canadian society.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Human Geography**

07467 Book T 2000

This Teacher Resource Package supports the textbook Human Geography and is provided for evaluation purposes - please visit the Professional Library to review the materials.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Life: People, Fauna and Flora**

71177 VHS Video 27 min J 2000 National Film Board

This video highlights some facets of Canadian life by examining the origins of its people, flora and fauna. The country's cultural diversity stems from waves of immigration that began thousands of years ago. Despite its resources, Canada's ruggedness and size have presented challenges to those who have made it their home—challenges that have also inspired such inventions as the snowmobile.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Queuing Up for Canada (Prime Time News)**

971 67537 VHS Video 15 min IS 1995 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Canada is a land of immigrants but in the recessional 90s the welcome mat seems to have worn thin. Over 50% of Canadians believe too many immigrants are being allowed in. In this documentary Susan Harada delivers an historical perspective of immigration in Canada as well as taking a look at attitudes and economic Theory that will form future immigration policy. Author Nino ricci describes growing up in Canada as the child of immigrants. Poet and professor uma padamispudin discusses racial tension and the perception that people who look different Don't belong.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Strangers at the Door**

328 65847 VHS Video 28 min S 1992 National Film Board

It had been a hard journey for immigrants Jan Laluckey & his family. But, on arrival in Quebec, the new World, all their hopes for a new and better life were dampened when immigration officials refused to allow kasia, Jan's daughter, to remain. During a routine medical examination it was found that kasia had contracted an infectious eye disease. In the end, she was separated from her family and sent back to Europe alone.

**No Other Versions Available**

**The Third Heaven**

72500 VHS Video 48 min I 1998 National Film Board

The massive immigration of Hong Kong Chinese has reshaped the face of Vancouver. The Third Heaven gives us a glimpse inside this influential but little-known community. Prejudices fall by the wayside as we discover the community's way of life and the vital role it plays in the Canadian and world economy through a moving, intimate portrait of the Lam family, who arrived here in 1991. The Third Heaven shows us that the cohesion of the Chinese diaspora is not only based on business but on strong, long-standing cultural and family ties.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Video Stories**

306 65359 VHS Video 20 min T 2002 Thomas Howe Associates Ltd.

Video stories was created through a workshop process by 14 youths who had recently arrived in Canada. Working together in the workshop they attempted to explain, to themselves and to each other, their reasons for coming to Canada and their impressions upon arrival and settlement their video presents you with some insights into why people feel forced to leave their homes to come to Canada. Video stories also addresses some serious problems often faced by newcomers to Canada, such as racism and culture shock.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Who Gets In?**

328 69952 VHS Video 53 min IS 1989 National Film Board

An unprecedented front-line view of the Canadian immigration process in action. This documentary, shot in Canada, Africa and Hong Kong, provides surprising answers to that difficult question, raising issues about the nature of Canadian immigration policy. Documents the feelings of applicants and bureaucrats, excellent narration, topical.

**No Other Versions Available**

**Yorkshire 2000: Celebrating the Forgotten Migration**

72087 VHS Video 53 min IS 2000 Magic Lantern Communications

Between 1772 and 1775, over 1000 people left the east coast of Yorkshire, England, settling in the Tantramar region of present day New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. This video celebrates what has become for many, the forgotten migration. The story is told through the voices of the descendants of these immigrants. Many Yorkshire sites are visited including where the first schooner landed at Fort Cumberland, the search for burial grounds, the Keillor House, the Chapman House, Point de Bute Methodist burial ground, River Philip and Oxford in Nova Scotia. The video also explores the Eddy Rebellion, the roots of Methodism in North America, and the foundation of Mount Allison University.

**No Other Versions Available**